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This Publication consists of significant incidents as per week which is provided and 

issued via Center for strategic and regional studies to analyze the political and 

economical status of Afghanistan, for the use of different organizations and 

institutions. 

This issue consists of: 

1 . A story of violence which is revealed after 30 years. 

2. Mullah Beradar got free form Pakistan's prison. 

3.The government's failure to extract mines and to monitor the private 

companies.   

4.Afghans, the victim of foreigners political games. 

5.  Why murderers in Afghanistan do not face trial?! 

6 . Islamic countries' scholars gathered in kabul. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A story of violence which is revealed after 30 years 

Afghanistan's Hasht-e-subh newspaper has revealed a chapter of the cruelty, violence, and 

barbarism of the brutal communists in Afghanistan, which unfolds the murder of five thousand 

Afghans through their intelligence agency first called "AGSA" then called "KHAD" on 1357 and 

1358 in the prisons of that regime.  

Ahmad Zia Rahim Zai  

The interesting section of the report is that, the Holland  government authorities during the  

investigation of the ignominious  (AGSA)  intelligence agency’s member named AMANULLAH  A‘s 

file during the  authority of the KHALQI’s regime, they found access to documents of the cruel   

assassination of  five thousand innocent Afghans which reveals the history  of  the violence and 

abhorrence of these slaves  and  their red savage masters during the  puppet authority of 

KHALQ and PARCHAM regime . 

It is not hidden anymore from any one;  

That after more than thirty years, the innocent afghans’ blood is still shedding and still 

innocent and suffered Afghans are getting suffered by war, killings and destruction while 

tens of countries’ civilian and armed forces have  presence under the name of 

international community from more than ten years up to now. 

We must accept that after thirty years of the dirty  rule of communists, the situation has 

changed , international standards, politics are so different from that times , in this field 

the situation in Afghanistan has changed, but something which is still steady like the past  

is the general massacre of innocent afghans which before were done in the prisons of  

ignominious  (AGSA) and (KHAD)  intelligence agency  by puppet KHALQ and PARCHAM regime 

and the red forces, But today it is done by the so called human rights and democracy 

international  leaders through blind bombings , and bullets coming out from the barrels of their 

half mental soldiers ‘s rifle and armed conflicts. 

During the wild authority of KHALQ and PARCHAM regime, the general massacre of innocent 

Afghans is not limited to the five thousand afghan’s list which is revealed now 

the stories of assassination and alive burring of this ignominious regime in the  prison of (PUL E 

CHARKHI ) and other prisons are so much that a special book can be written and some are written 

too from the each story, but the matter is that today by the cause of the some MOJAHIDEEN and 

JEHADI leaders’ mistakes and abhorrent actions, some communists and even their commanders 

which has direct responsibility for the killings, criticizes the Mujahedeen and try to prove 

themselves innocent but they will never be proved innocent from this guiltiness on the basis of 

any law of the world. 



The thing very interesting in this report is that the person named AMANULLAH A. which worked 

for the AGSA intelligence agency had acknowledged and confessed that in that regime promotion 

was only gained by killing people. He wanted to get politic asylum in Holland, although Holland 

like any other western country did not deport him from their country but his request as a political 

asylum seeker was not accepted. 

It is not only Amanullah A. that requested to get migrated in the peaceful shade of western 

democracy after committing anti humanity crimes , historical violence and after working in the 

ignominious intelligence agency of communist regime, the world has witnessed that very big 

numbers of such killers and ignominious people are now living in the shade of western 

democracy in different countries ,and while forgetting their crimes and violence, they are 

teaching  others to defend human rights and democracy . 

However according to this report “AMANULLAH A” who applied for political asylum in Holland on 

2010, as the result of unknown illness died on 2012, but today there are other such kind of 

people that are walking freely and are laughing on the innocent afghans who were detained and 

killed just for praying in their schools and offices. 

Today some of such famous faces are making programs for Afghanistan through western 

broadcasting channels and they are not even ashamed of their yesterday’s crimes, today they 

dissimulate themselves and others by deceiving people through slogans of democracy and 

freedom of speech. 

The wild assassination of the 5000 thousand innocent prisoners highlights the big crimes of 

communists and red Russians invader for more than a decade in Afghanistan, on one side it 

shows the cruelty and barbarism and the crimes of communists on the other hand it reveals that 

our innocent afghans have scarified much for their religion, home and honor, more than a million 

and half people have been buried, more than a million are widowed, and more than millions of 

orphans are there. But unfortunately the Jihadi leaders spoiled the wishes of these people. 

Now the western world by deceiving Afghans through the slogans of two folded democracy, 

human rights, women rights and freedom of speech wants to tighten their forced colonialism 

authority on the innocent and poor countries and the crimes of the past communists are not 

important for them although as they have admitted that the communist regime has committed 

anti humanity crimes and violence to their own people, but how can afghans forget these cruelty 

and crimes that they have tolerated and why? 

It might not be possible to punish these criminals now, but the time is not too far the countries 

that will be obliged to listen to the people and the sorrowful stories of such will be judged. 



 In the list you see the Names of around 5 thousands individuals who were killed by previous 

communist regime of Afghanistan and it has been recorded by high official authorities.  

A number of political analysts are emphasizing that the real palyers and leaders of communist 

regimes that had hands in the killings and murders must be summoned to a court.  

Mohammad Akbari one the previouse Jihadi leaders and people’s representative in the 

parliament has said that such kinds of lists reveals the extent of suffering and disasters which 

afghans have faced throughout the history.  

Mr. Akbari states that real factors of these offenses and the important players of this field who 

have had hands in these offenses, must face trial in a court. 

He explains:    We do not say that all of afghanistan’s communists must be face trial but those 

who signed on the killing permissions of afghans must face trial and it is the present 

government’s responsibilty. 

        

Mullah Beradar got free form Pakistan's prison. 
Pakistan’s government declared that Mullah Abdul Ghani Beradar has been released from 

Pakistan’s prison on 30 Sunbula of 1392.  

It comes after long and boring discussions between the afghan and Pakistan’s governments and 

after back to back requests from the afghan government which was rejected again and again by 

the Pakistan’s government .finally he was released last week. But Pakistan’s government has 

refused to hand him on to Afghanistan’s government and has stated that he would help the 

peace process while staying in Pakistan or other place.   

Mulah Abdul Ghani, was a deputy of the Ministry of Defense of the Taliban group when 

collapsed. He was in Pakistan’s prison from that time untill he was released last week. He was 

one of the founders of Taliban movement in the year 1994 and is one of the trusty commanders 

of Taliban leader Mulah Mohammad Omer. 

Shahzada Shahid:   the spokesman for the supreme peace council says:   First demand of 

Afghanistan is his transfer to the country whereas islamabad says he wouldnot be transfered to 

afghanistan 

.Wahid Muzhda: Writer and political affairs analyst considering the release  of Mulah Brother and 

his role in peace negotiations believes that after the trip of Hamid Karzai to Pakistan and their 

negotiations with pakistani officials, it seemes that some hidden decisions  have taken place 

regarding this matter between both parties that instead freeing Taliban leaders in pakistan or 

handing them on to afghansitan, an office must be provided for them in a third country and the 

peace nogotiations must continue from their. 

Wahid Mujhda, believes that a series of regional political games beyond Pakistan are going  on 

and according to Mujhda, recently officials of Afghanistan, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia have agreed 

upon a few points which consists the opening of an office for the the Taliban in another place and 

the transfer of Mullah Beradar to their. 



wahid Muzhda based upon his information  also expresses that the mentioned countries have 

agreed that Mullah Agha Jan Motasim one of the past taliban leaders which is residing in Turkey, 

would be the head of this office and Mullah Beradar would also be transfered there. He also adds 

that however the negotiators of Taliban in Dubai have claimed that Mulah Agha Jan Motasim 

participates at these negotiaitons by the order of Mulah Mohammad Omer but, as mujhda says, 

the Taliban who are residing in Qatar and also the leadership of Taliban in Afghanistan and 

pakistan have rejected any relation of Mullah motasim with Mullah Mohammad Omar and have 

said that he is carrying the process by himself.  

Mujhda believes that  because Afghanistan’s government do not have any initiative in this field, 

that is why different countries and individuals interfere in the peace process to take benefit of it 

for their country. 

Afghans, the victim of foreigners political games. 

Today, politics play big role in changing societies towards renovation or destruction.  

A part of the political activity which has drawn attention of everyone towards itselfe, is 

something called war against terrorism. 

Joseph Danford the general commander of foreign forces in Afghanistan said in a memorial 

ceremony of the NATO soldeirs deaths in the so called war against terrorism, that they are 

committed to cooperate with afghan soldiers in the war against terrorism..  

meanwhile Besmillah Mohammadi, the defense minister of the country says that achievements 

of the last decade is a symptom of Afghan and foreign security forces sacrifice in Afghanistan.  

Now, the quesiton is that why commander of the foreign forces still tries to give confidence that 

Afghanistan would not turn back to become a safe place for the so called terrorists? Does not this 

mean that the west have lost the battle against the so called terrorism? 

While it was expected that after the twelve years of the foreing countries’ military, intelligence 

and political presence, there would be nothing of the so called terrorism left, but now we see 

that most parts of the country are witnessing the presence of the government’s military 

opposition and they are acting stronger than any other time.  

Killings of the tens of police forces in Badghis, Farah, Badakhshan and ... is an indicative that the 

armed oppositions are have their  base in Afghanitan and war with them has entered into an 

inconclusive period of saving the foreing sodiers lives and their bases.  

If they really want to end the war in Afghanistan- that is what they do no want- first they should 

assure the people of Afghanistan that they would not turn Afghanitan in to the field of war 

becuase terrorism and the anti terrorism are the result of the inconclusive games of the west to 

reach their long term goals in Afghanistan and the real victims of this war are the defensless 

people of Afghanistan. 


